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ABSTRACT

Myeloid sarcoma is a rare tumor of immature myeloid cells in an extramedullary site which can be found in any part of the body. It may 
precede or concurrently occur with acute myeloid leukemia, chronic myeloid leukemia, or myeloproliferative disorders/myelodysplastic 
syndrome.

Herein is reported the rare case of a child with myeloid sarcoma in the right tibia, without leukemic involvement at diagnosis. Diagnosis was 
challenging and several imaging modalities (radiography, computed tomography, magnetic resonance, bone scintigraphy, positron emitted 
tomography–computed tomography) were required. Additionally, three biopsies were necessary to make a definitive and conclusive diagnosis.

With this case report, the authors intend to emphasize the need of considering myeloid sarcoma in the differential diagnosis of lytic bone 
lesions in children and highlight the high degree of clinical suspicion required when there is no leukemia evidence. 
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RESUMO

O sarcoma mielóide é um tumor raro de células mielóides imaturas em localização extra-medular, podendo ocorrer em qualquer local do 
corpo. O sarcoma mielóide pode anteceder ou ocorrer em simultâneo com leucemia mielóide aguda, leucemia mielóide crónica e doenças 
mieloproliferativas.

É reportado o caso raro de uma criança com sarcoma mielóide da tíbia direita, sem envolvimento leucémico ao diagnóstico. O diagnóstico foi 
difícil e implicou a realização de vários métodos de imagem (radiografia, tomografia computorizada, ressonância magnética, cintigrafia óssea 
e tomografia com emissão de positrões-tomografia computorizada) e três biópsias.

Com a descrição deste caso, os autores pretendem salientar a importância de considerar o sarcoma mielóide no diagnóstico diferencial de 
lesões ósseas em pediatria e salientar o elevado grau de suspeição clínica necessário em ausência de evidência de leucemia.
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INTRODUCTION

Myeloid sarcoma (MS), also known as granulocytic sarcoma 
or chloroma, is a rare tumor of immature myeloid cells in an 
extramedullary site. By definition, MS implies tumor masses in 
which tissue architecture is effaced.1,2 Non-effacing tissue leukemic 
infiltrates are distinguished from MS.2

MS may present in several body locations. It may precede or 
occur simultaneously with acute myeloid leukemia, chronic myeloid 
leukemia, or myeloproliferative disorders/myelodysplastic syndrome. 
At the time of presentation, lack of bone marrow involvement is 
unusual.

MS has no gender predilection.3 Children are more frequently 
affected than adults, with 60% of patients younger than 15 years old.4

Herein is reported the case of a seven-year-old female with a painful 
osteolytic lesion and no leukemic involvement on peripheral blood or 
bone marrow, with particular emphasis on diagnostic difficulties.

CASE REPORT

A seven-year-old female presented to our Institution with gait 
claudication. The child referred sporadic limb pain and an accidental 
fall one month earlier. No other symptoms or signs were noted, 
including fever, weight loss, anorexia, asthenia, or adynamia.

On physical examination, right knee swelling was noted. Laboratory 
results showed slight elevation of platelet level (496x109/L; normal: 
180-400), sedimentation rate (34mm/h; normal: <16), and C reactive 
protein (33,4mg/L; normal <5).

Knee radiography evidenced a lytic lesion with periosteal reaction 
on the proximal metaphysis of the right tibia (Figure 1).

One week later, computed tomography (CT) was performed, 

uncovering a lytic bone lesion with soft tissue component, suggesting 

chronic osteomyelitis (Figure 2). In the same day, magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) showed a locally aggressive lesion and findings 

suggestive of bone tumour (Figures 3 and 4).

Figure 1 - Conventional radiography. (A) Anteroposterior view 
showing lytic lesion with periosteal reaction on proximal metaphysis 
of the right tibia. (B) Lateral view confirms presence of a lytic lesion

Figure 2 - CT scan. (A) and (B) Axial plane with bone window 
at different levels showing medullary lytic lesion, with cortical 
disruption. (C) Coronal plane with bone window and (D) sagittal 
plane with bone window better depict the osseous lesion. Soft tissue 
extension was observed (not shown). These imaging findings were 
suggestive of chronic osteomyelitis

Figure 3 - MRI. (A) and (B) Coronal T1-weighted images at different 
levels showing a large hypointense osseous lesion. (C) and (D) 
Coronal DPFS at different levels depict a markedly hyperintense 
lesion with large soft tissue component. (E) and (F) Coronal T1 fat 
saturated (T1FS)-weighted images after contrast administration at 
different levels showing progressive enhancement in osseous and 
soft tissue components
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Figure 4 - MRI. (A) Axial T2-weighted image showing intermediate 
signal intensity lesion in the right tibia. (B) Axial DPFS better depicts 
soft tissue involvement, with marked high signal intensity. (C) Axial 
T1FS-weighted image after contrast administration confirms intense 
lesion enhancement

With this clinical picture, lesion biopsy was considered mandatory 
and CT-guided biopsy performed two weeks after admission (Figure 5). 
Histopathological result was compatible with chronic osteomyelitis, 
but this finding was not consistent with imaging findings. Another 
biopsy was therefore performed, revealing  acute leukemia. 

Diagnostic workup included bone marrow aspirate, which revealed 
normal bone marrow morphological findings and no phenotypic 
evidence of acute leukemia.

Chemotherapy was started, with clinical response after the first 
cycle.

DISCUSSION

The authors describe the clinical case of an isolated MS without 
evidence of leukemic involvement at diagnosis.

MS has been proposed to origin in bone and periosteum, as myeloid 
progenitors are close to the bone marrow and can thus proliferate 
at these sites. Cells are carried through the bone marrow to the 
periosteum, particularly involving the skull, orbit, sternum, spine, 

Figure 5 - CT-guided bone biopsy

sacrum, and long bones. Surrounding organs can become involved 
by hematogenous spread from these sites.4,6 MS can be found in any 
part of the body, either in single or multiple locations, and either 
concurrently or sequentially.3,4 Orbit and subcutaneous tissue are 
the most commonly affected locations. MS may also be identified 
in paranasal sinuses, lymph nodes, bone, spine, brain, pleural and 
peritoneal cavities, breast, thyroid, salivary glands, small bowel, lung, 
and various pelvic organs.

MS is frequently asymptomatic. When symptoms are present, 
clinical presentation depends on the location.4,7 In the present case, 
an isolated bone lesion on the right tibia was clinically evident as gait 
claudication.

Some clinical reports have described de novo MS without leukemic 
involvement at diagnosis in atypical sites − including the maxillary 
sinus, mandible, spinal canal, and intra-abdominally − in children 
aged two to nine years old.8-11

 In the present case, no progression to acute leukemia occurred 
during nine months. Several other clinical reports describe MS 
in unusual sites, in a sub-leukemic setting or with subsequent 
progression to acute leukemia. Bain et al reported the case of a 
four-month-old female diagnosed with de novo cutaneous MS, with 
cutaneous and bone marrow involvement one year later.7 Ingale and 
colleagues described a case of parotid gland MS in a four-year-old 
male with sub-leukemic acute myeloid leukemia (AML).5 Krause et 
al reported the case of a 16-year-old male with pericardium/heart-
isolated MS relapsing in one year.12

At CT, lesions are slightly hypodense to muscle.4 After contrast 
administration, lesions homogeneously and more avidly enhance 
than muscle.3 In this case, CT findings were suggestive of chronic 
osteomyelitis, with lytic osseous lesions and soft tissue component.

MRI depicts an isointense-to-bone-marrow lesion on both T1- and 
T2-weighted images (T1WI and T2WI), with enhancement after 
contrast administration.4 In this study, MRI raised suspicion of a 
tumor lesion, with intermediate signal intensity in T2WI, low signal 
intensity in T1WI, high signal intensity in fat suppressed proton 
density weighted (DPFS), and avid contrast enhancement.

In children, the differential diagnosis of radiographic MS includes 
metastatic neuroblastoma, Ewing’s sarcoma, eosinophilic granuloma, 
and primitive neuroectodermal tumor.4

Several chromosomal abnormalities have been associated with 
myeloid sarcomas, the most common being t(8;21)(q22;q22), an 
abnormality shared with AML.5

Although several therapeutic options are available (as systemic 
chemotherapy, surgical resection, radiotherapy, hematopoietic stem 
cell transplantation, or a combination of these), MS therapeutic 
algorithm is unclear. In isolated MS, recommendation is to start 
AML conventional chemotherapy as soon as possible, as untreated 
MS almost invariably progresses to AML.2 In the present case, 
chemotherapy was selected, with clinical response after the first 
cycle.

Data regarding MS prognosis is controversial, with the condition 
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being linked to poor prognosis.2,5,11

CONCLUSION

MS is a rare entity, and isolated forms are even rarer. Isolated MS is 
frequently misdiagnosed because it is usually not considered in the 
initial differential diagnosis of osteolytic lesions. Peripheral smear 
and bone marrow examination are crucial to evaluate leukemic 
involvement.
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